TREND REPORT

ENHANCING YOUR
VIRTUAL PRESENCE

THE VIRTUAL REALITY OF 2020

“All advice is
autobiographical. It’s
one of my theories that
when people give you
advice, they’re really just
talking to themselves in
the past.” – Austin Kleon
This is us, talking to ourselves in 2020.
You would think an international AVL design
firm would have amazing virtual presence—
especially given how much we instructed
our clients on the move from the physical
to the digital world. But having 100% of our
team become remote workers within a week
revealed just how little we were practicing
what we preached.
We realized we needed to up our game at
virtual connection—fast.
Idibri’s virtual communication makeover
included four missions:
1. Improve the desktop virtual experience for
our employees.
2. Get better at connecting with people
through screens.
3. Flip one of our conference rooms into a
virtual studio.
4. Be able to host quality hybrid meetings
with both in-person and virtual
participants.
This advice is autobiographical in the most
personal of ways—and we know that many of
you share this struggle. We’ve assembled this
report to highlight the issues and share what
worked, so you can skip the trial and error and
get to where you need to be quickly.
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MISSION #1

Improve the desktop virtual
experience
Quarantine vaulted everyone into virtual communication. It
flipped a switch and re-authored how work gets done.

1

When our rhythms of commuting were disrupted, virtual
presence became as viable as physical presence by
necessity.
The challenge? Even when virtual connection is possible,
the experience isn’t always that great.
We invested to so our team could create real connection
when interacting through their screens with these four
quick desktop fixes:
1

2

3

4

Get the camera to eye-level. For face-to-		
face communication, the position of the camera 		
matters. We coached our team on how to position
the camera at eye-level and frame to support faceto-face connection.

2

Get diffused lighting. It’s hard to connect with
someone who looks like they are in witness
protection. We helped our team light themselves, so
their faces were bright and inviting.
Improve the audio. When we provided budget
to our team, most spent that money on a quality
microphone or headset.

3

Upgrade the background without going virtual.
Virtual backgrounds are fun—but inauthentic. Our
team started paying attention to what was behind
them, coaching each other on art and paint colors.

For a deep dive on these four elements, download our
cheatsheet: 4 Quick Fixes to Improve Your Desktop Video
Conference Quality
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MISSION #2

Get better at connecting with
people through screens
We were surprised by how often in those first few
months of quarantine we saw presenters skilled at
connecting in-person fail to connect virtually. Attention
waned as audiences rebelled by turning off their
cameras during marathon PowerPoint presentations.
We quickly learned upgrading technology wasn’t
enough. We also had to upgrade our skills. Connecting
through screens requires a different skillset to
connecting in person.
This is where our theatre consulting discipline came
into play.
When in person,
communication flows
three ways:
1) from the presenter to
the audience
2) from the audience to
the presenter
3) from the audience to
each other.
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The challenge with screens is that while most of
us are used to the communication flow from the
presenter out (like when watching television),
we are not as practiced at the other paths of
communication flow—from the audience back
to the presenter and from the audience to each
other—even though the technology supports it.
We worked to build skill at these path. This
included:
•
•
•
•
•

Using moderators other than the presenters
whose job it was to host discussion.
Using a graphic facilitator to capture attendee
comments.
Working in cloud-based documents shared
onscreen so people could contribute in real
time.
Leveraging discussion in virtual breakout
rooms.
Getting skilled at inviting people to participate.

For a deep dive on this, check out Craig Janssen’s
article in The Start Up on creating engagement in
Zoom meetings.

MISSION #3

Flip a conference room into a
virtual studio.
Idibri flipped one of our conference rooms—which was
previously used only for in-person meetings—into a
well-equipped space to support client worksessions,
presentations, and virtual conversations. This
wasn’t just about the ability to create better virtual
connection, it was a sandbox to play with the design
for these spaces.
Here’s what the studio was designed to support:

1. Worksessions – The room needed to support
virtual collaboration on design or any meeting
where something was being produced. We needed
the ability to sketch live and markup drawings, for
multiple people to be able to share their screens,
and to be able to pull up content quickly.
2. Presentations – The room needed to support
presenting content to large and small audiences
including the ability to record, edit, and playback.
It needed to be a great experience for the
presenter and attendees making it easy to present
slides when needed without losing face-to-face
connection.

3. Conversations – The room needed to facilitate
group discussions and decision-making whether
one-on-one or at scale.
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WHAT WE STARTED WITH

The conference room is 18’ x 14’ with a 9’ ceiling.
Idibri’s office are next to a small public airport
(ADS), so the room already had a black gyp ceiling
for acoustic isolation and an artistic approach to
acoustic treatment on the walls. The conference
room also happened to have a light pipe grid
installed.
FEATURES WE ADDED
•
•
•
•
•
•

The ability to raise/lower the workstation so
you could stand for presentations, but sit for
long worksessions.
Lighting and backdrop to support three live
presenters / participants.

Multiple screens so presenters can easily see
both content and participants.

Programmed pushbutton deck for easy access
to functions. (With no time lost trying to find a
cursor.)
Tablet for whiteboarding and markups.
One-click recording for video.

MISSION #3
STUDIO EQUIPMENT LIST
The studio equipment keeps evolving while we try things out. (For example, we are borrowing a microphone at
the moment to see how it performs.) Here is a list of what we are using at the moment:
Workstream by monoprice dual motor easy fold-out
assembly sit-stand desk frame

Monoprice

$380

Amazon

$400
($200
each
pack)

Amazon

$70

Amazon

$20

Adorama

$1,000

Amazon

$400

Amazon

$20

Amazon

$150

Dazzne desk mount led video c-clamp stand kit

2 Pack 15.4” Large Panel 3000K-8000K 45W 3600LM
Dimmable 0-100% Brightness Soft Light

Heil sound hb-1 steel microphone boom

Music microphone mic stand tripod mount adapter with
locking swivel ball head (5/8’’ - 27 to 1/4’’ - 20)

Sony alpha a6400 mirrorless camera with 16-50mm f/3.55.6 os lens w/free acc kit

XP-PEN Artist15.6 Pro 15.6 Inch Drawing Pen Display
Graphics Monitor Full-Laminated Technology Drawing
Monitor with Tilt Function and Red Dial (8192 Levels Pen
Pressure, 120% sRGB)

Digitnow audio video capture cards 1080p hdmi to usb
2.0
Record to DSLR Camcorder Action Cam,Computer
for Gaming, Streaming, Teaching, Video Conference,
Broadcasting or Facebook Portal TV Recorder
Elgato stream deck
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Live Content Creation Controller with 15 Customizable LCD
Keys, Adjustable Stand, for Windows 10 and macOS 10.13 or
late

MISSION #4

Be able to host hybrid
meetings.
Meetings which include both in-person and
virtual participants tend to prioritize the in-person
participants. It isn’t that anyone intends to make the
virtual experience less appealing, it is simply easier for
the people in the room to connect because they are in
the same space.
Creating a sense of community across the digital
divide takes intention. And prioritizing the participantto-participant communication path requires virtual
and in-person attendees to feel as if they are part of
the same space. Strategies to create a bridge between
digital and in-person audiences can include:
•
•

•
•

Use projection or large screens to bring the digital
presence of remote attendees into the meeting
room.
Provide a video feed of the physical space
to remote attendees, and/or have in-person
attendees join the meeting from laptops so that
everyone can be seen.
Intentionally treat digital participants as if they
were in the space.

Coach participants on how to interact with each
other in a hybrid meeting environment.
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•
•

Create a simple way for people to see each
other’s responses.

Make requests for simple responses –like
asking people to write something and hold
it up, show a photo from their phone, or
vote with their hands to allow the virtual
and in-person participants to see each other
perform the same action–which subtly creates
connection.

Getting people to engage digitally takes
preparation. If you are like us, you will have to
keep reminding each other of the engagement
you want to create.

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

Why this mission matters.
We are not going back to the way things were.
Those who adapt their leadership to the new
digital reality are going to have a decisive edge.
It helps to remember that as much stress as the
shift can add to our lives, that virtual meetings
do also make things easier. (How many road
warriors truly miss living out of a suitcase and
searching for low carb options at a continental
breakfast?)
Like any shift in the way we work, it’s going to
take time to break old patterns and establish
new habits. We’ll all need to try (and fail) a few
times in establishing new best practices and
team guidelines.
Building skill at connecting digitally requires
effort—but mastering these skills will not only
make you and your team more successful; it
will lower your stress. (Feeling competent and
confident usually does.)
You’ve got this.
And if you don’t, call us. We can help.
Want to continue the conversation? Reach out
to connect@idibri.com.

Idibri specializes in improving human engagement within the built environment. A multidisciplinary
team in technology, theatre planning and acoustics, we work closely with design teams to create environments that spark communication and connection. We are experts in creating connection .
connect@idibri.com | 972.239.1505 | idibri.com

